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george kennan and containment short history department - george kennan and containment at the end of the war the
soviet union was a closed society under the iron grip of joseph stalin few in the west had experience with the communist
state and even fewer understood what motivated the soviets one man who had first hand knowledge was a foreign service
officer george f kennan, george f kennan wikipedia - george frost kennan february 16 1904 march 17 2005 was an
american diplomat and historian he was best known as an advocate of a policy of containment of soviet expansion during
the cold war he lectured widely and wrote scholarly histories of the relations between the ussr and the united states he was
also one of the group of foreign policy elders known as the wise men, milestones 1945 1952 office of the historian kennan and containment 1947 george f kennan a career foreign service officer formulated the policy of containment the
basic united states strategy for fighting the cold war 1947 1989 with the soviet union, george f kennan american diplomat
and historian - george f kennan in full george frost kennan born february 16 1904 milwaukee wisconsin u s died march 17
2005 princeton new jersey american diplomat and historian best known for his successful advocacy of a containment policy
to oppose soviet expansionism following world war ii, george f kennan containment in the cold war study com - george f
kennan and containment this policy of containment kennan concluded would inevitably lead to the dissolution of the soviet
union itself or as kennan himself wrote containment would result in either the breakup or the gradual mellowing of soviet
power, kennan and containment 1947 state - kennan and containment 1947 george f kennan a career foreign service
officer formulated the policy of containment the basic united states strategy for fighting the cold war 1947 1989 with the
soviet union kennan s ideas which became the basis of the truman administration s foreign policy first came to public
attention in 1947 in, quick study george kennan s cold war policy of - containment associated with the american
diplomat george f kennan was the central post war concept of the us and its allies in dealing with the soviet union
containment kept the cold war from, george kennan the sources of soviet conduct 1946 - george kennan the sources of
soviet conduct 1947 the single document that best illustrated american anti communism and general suspicion of soviet
aspirations was george kennan s famous long telegram of 1946 the long telegram was perhaps the most cited and most
influential statement of the early years of the cold war, the long telegram of george kennan thoughtco - the long telegram
of george kennan the birth of containment the telegram was prompted by us inquiries about soviet behavior especially with
regards to their refusal to join the newly created world bank and international monetary fund in his text kennan outlined
soviet belief and practice and proposed the policy of containment making
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